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Why We're Polarized Simon and
Schuster
Working in Gaborone, Botswana,
Precious Ramotswe investigates
several local mysteries, including
a search for a missing boy and the
case of the clinic doctor with
different personalities for
different days of the week.

The Bounty One World
An alternative history and geography of the Bay
Area that highlights sites of oppression, resistance,
and transformation. A People’s Guide to the San
Francisco Bay Area looks beyond the mythologized
image of San Francisco to the places where
collective struggle has built the region. Countering
romanticized commercial narratives about the Bay
Area, geographers Rachel Brahinsky and
Alexander Tarr highlight the cultural and
economic landscape of indigenous resistance to
colonial rule, radical interracial and cross-class
organizing against housing discrimination and
police violence, young people demanding
economically and ecologically sustainable futures,

and the often-unrecognized labor of farmworkers
and everyday people. The book asks who had—and
who has—the power to shape the geography of one
of the most watched regions in the world. As Silicon
Valley's wealth dramatically transforms the look
and feel of every corner of the region, like bankers'
wealth did in the past, what do we need to
remember about the people and places that have
made the Bay Area, with its rich political legacies?
With over 100 sites that you can visit and learn
from, this book demonstrates critical ways of
reading the landscape itself for clues to these
histories. A useful companion for travelers,
educators, or longtime residents, this guide links
multicultural streets and lush hills to suburban cul-
de-sacs and wetlands, stretching from the North Bay
to the South Bay, from the East Bay to San
Francisco. Original maps help guide readers, and
thematic tours offer starting points for creating your
own routes through the region.
The Key to the Golden Firebird Harper
Collins
The young intellectuals J. and Elena leave
behind their comfortable lives, the parties
and the money in Medell�n to settle
down on a remote island. Their plan is to
lead the Good Life, self-sufficient and
close to nature. But from the very start,
each day brings small defeats and
imperceptible dramas, which gradually
turn paradise into hell, as their
surroundings inexorably claim back every
inch of the 'civilisation' they brought with
them. Based on a true story, In the
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Beginning Was the Sea is a dramatic and
searingly ironic account of the disastrous
encounter of intellectual struggle with
reality - a satire of hippyism, ecological
fantasies, and of the very idea that man
can control fate.
I Should be Extremely Happy in Your Company
Lyons Press
Since the death of her husband, Anne Dunne and her
three children have struggled in every way. In a last
ditch effort to save the family, Anne plans an
elaborate sailing vacation to bring everyone together
once again. But only an hour out of port, everything
is going wrong. The teenage daughter, Carrie, is
planning to drown herself. The teenage son, Mark, is
high on drugs and ten-year-old Ernie is nearly
catatonic. This is the worst vacation ever. Anne
manages to pull things together bit by bit, but just as
they begin feeling like a family again, something
catastrophic happens. Survival may be the least of
their concerns. Written with the blistering pace and
shocking twists that only James Patterson can master,
SAIL takes "Lost" and "Survivor" to a new level of
terror.

Sail Swoon Reads
Discover the secret missions behind
America's greatest conflicts. Danny Manion
has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes
with his fists. Sometimes with his words.
But when his actions finally land him in real
trouble, he can't fight the judge who offers
him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out
there's a perfect place for him in the US
military: the Studies and Observation
Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task
force comprised of US Air Force
Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy
SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With
the SOG's focus on covert action and
psychological warfare, Danny is
guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a
hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the
very same qualities that got him in trouble
at home make him a natural-born
commando in a secret war. Even if almost
nobody knows he's there. National Book
Award finalist Chris Lynch begins a new,

explosive fiction series based on the real-
life, top-secret history of US black ops.
Ghost Medicine Harper Collins
New York Times Bestseller In the most
ambitious one-volume American history in
decades, award-winning historian and New
Yorker writer Jill Lepore offers a
magisterial account of the origins and rise
of a divided nation, an urgently needed
reckoning with the beauty and tragedy of
American history. Written in elegiac prose,
Lepore’s groundbreaking investigation
places truth itself—a devotion to facts,
proof, and evidence—at the center of the
nation’s history. The American experiment
rests on three ideas—"these truths,"
Jefferson called them—political equality,
natural rights, and the sovereignty of the
people. And it rests, too, on a fearless
dedication to inquiry, Lepore argues,
because self-government depends on it.
But has the nation, and democracy itself,
delivered on that promise? These Truths
tells this uniquely American story,
beginning in 1492, asking whether the
course of events over more than five
centuries has proven the nation’s truths,
or belied them. To answer that question,
Lepore traces the intertwined histories of
American politics, law, journalism, and
technology, from the colonial town meeting
to the nineteenth-century party machine,
from talk radio to twenty-first-century
Internet polls, from Magna Carta to the
Patriot Act, from the printing press to
Facebook News. Along the way, Lepore’s
sovereign chronicle is filled with arresting
sketches of both well-known and lesser-
known Americans, from a parade of
presidents and a rogues’ gallery of political
mischief makers to the intrepid leaders of
protest movements, including Frederick
Douglass, the famed abolitionist orator;
William Jennings Bryan, the three-time
presidential candidate and ultimately tragic
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populist; Pauli Murray, the visionary civil
rights strategist; and Phyllis Schlafly, the
uncredited architect of modern
conservatism. Americans are descended
from slaves and slave owners, from
conquerors and the conquered, from
immigrants and from people who have
fought to end immigration. "A nation born in
contradiction will fight forever over the
meaning of its history," Lepore writes, but
engaging in that struggle by studying the
past is part of the work of citizenship. "The
past is an inheritance, a gift and a burden,"
These Truths observes. "It can’t be
shirked. There’s nothing for it but to get to
know it."
Proof of Heaven Simon and Schuster
Definitive novel of the "Lost Generation"
focuses on the coming of age of Amory Blaine,
a handsome, wealthy Princeton student.
Fitzgerald's first novel and an immediate,
spectacular success. Note.
Paradise in Chains Feiwel & Friends
McKenna flies to the Big Island to help find his
best friend's missing niece. No sooner has his
search begun than he finds big trouble in
paradise. With a killer on the loose and his
best friend's very hot sister pressuring him for
results, McKenna's got more than trouble, he's
got a volcano ready to blow.
The Ladies ? Paradise Courier
Corporation
ParadiseFeiwel & Friends
The Giving Heart Harry N. Abrams
In The Paradise Notebooks, Richard J.
Nevle and Steven Nightingale take us
across the spectacular Sierra Nevada
mountain range on a journey illuminated by
incandescent poetry and fascinating fact.
Over the course of twenty-one pairs of
short essays, Nevle and Nightingale
contemplate the natural phenomena found
in the Sierra Nevada. From granite to
aspen, to fire, to a rare, endemic species of
butterfly, these essay pairs explore the
natural history and mystical wonder of

each element with a balanced and
captivating touch. As they weave in
vignettes from their ninety-mile
backpacking trip across the range, Nevle
and Nightingale powerfully reconceive the
Sierra Nevada as both earthly matter and
transcendental offering, letting us into a
reality in which nature holds just as much
spiritual importance as it does physical. In a
time of rapid environmental degradation,
The Paradise Notebooks offers a way
forward—a whole-minded, learned, loving
attention to place that rekindles our joyful
relationship with the living world.
You Against Me Cornell University Press
In a small East Texas town largely ruled by
prejudices and bullies, fourteen-year-old
Austin sets out to win a ride in the next parade
and, in the process, grows in her
understanding of friendship and helps her
widowed mother through her mourning.
Hen and the Art of Chicken Maintenance
HQN Books
Celebrated historian Diana Preston
presents betrayals, escapes, and survival
at sea in her account of the mutiny of the
Bounty and the flight of convicts from the
Australian penal colony. The story of the
mutiny of the Bounty and William Bligh and
his men's survival on the open ocean for
48 days and 3,618 miles has become the
stuff of legend. But few realize that Bligh's
escape across the seas was not the only
open-boat journey in that era of British
exploration and colonization. Indeed, 9
convicts from the Australian penal colony,
led by Mary Bryant, also traveled 3,250
miles across the open ocean and some
uncharted seas to land at the same port
Bligh had reached only months before. In
this meticulously researched dual narrative
of survival, acclaimed historian Diana
Preston provides the background and
context to explain the thrilling open-boat
voyages each party survived and the
Pacific Island nations each encountered on
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their journey to safety. Through this deep-
dive, readers come to understand the
Pacific Islands as they were and as they
were perceived, and how these seemingly
utopian lands became a place where
mutineers, convicts, and eventually the
natives themselves, were chained.
The Age of Em John Wiley and Sons
Everything about Sarah Bernhardt is
fascinating, from her obscure birth to
her glorious career--redefining the very
nature of her art--to her amazing (and
highly public) romantic life, to her
indomitable spirit. Well into her
seventies, after the amputation of her
leg, she was performing under
bombardment for soldiers during World
War I and toured America for the ninth
time. Though the Bernhardt literature is
vast, this is the first English-language
biography to appear in decades,
tracking the trajectory through which an
illegitimate--and scandalous--daughter
of a Jewish courtesan transformed
herself into the most famous actress
who ever lived, and into a national icon,
a symbol of France.--From publisher
description.
The Book of Sorrows Scholastic Inc.
The story behind the creation of Alexander
Cruden's Cruden's Concordance to the
Bible describes how the late-seventeenth-
century writer spent much of his life in
asylums in spite of a probability that he
was sane. Reprint.
The No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency Penguin
Not every child who dies goes on to the
afterlife. Some are caught halfway between life
and death, in a sort of limbo known as
Everlost: a shadow of the living world, filled
with all the things and places that no longer
exist. It’s a magical, yet dangerous place
where bands of lost kids run wild and anyone
who stands in the same place too long sinks to

the center of the Earth. Allie and Nick don't
survive the car crash, and end up in Everlost,
where coins are more valuable than anyone
knows, fortune cookies tell the truth, monsters
are real, and the queen of lost souls lives in a
once-beloved tower. Nick and Allie have to
learn to survive in a world with different rules,
and figure out who they can trust--and who
they must oppose at all costs. At stake is
nothing less than the fate of Everlost and the
living world they have left behind. In this
gripping trilogy, Neal Shusterman explores
questions of life, death, and what just might lie
in between.
Earth Bound University of California
Press
In the limbo that's Everlost, Mary, Nick,
Allie, and others face the decisions that
will determine whether that place and
the Earth itself will continue to exist, as
well as where their own futures lie.
Unconventional Warfare (Special
Forces, Book 1) Simon and Schuster
Has history been wrong for 200 years?
Read the startling truth about the mutiny
on the Bounty, its characters, causes,
and aftermath. Television rights are now
in development with Ridley Scott's Scott
Free Productions. More than two
centuries after Master’s Mate Fletcher
Christian led a mutiny against
Lieutenant William Bligh on a small,
armed transport vessel called Bounty,
the true story of this enthralling
adventure has become obscured by the
legend. Combining vivid
characterization and deft storytelling,
Caroline Alexander shatters the
centuries-old myths surrounding this
story. She brilliantly shows how, in a
desperate attempt to save one man
from the gallows and another from
ignominy, two powerful families came
together and began to create the
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version of history we know today. The
true story of the mutiny on the Bounty is
an epic of duty and heroism, pride and
power, and the assassination of a brave
man’s honor at the dawn of the
Romantic age.
Alexander the Corrector Simon and Schuster
Meet Grace, who just moved to San Francisco.
It's a tiny bit scary starting over, but it gets
scarier when a minotaur walks in the door. And
even more shocking when a girl who looks
exactly like Grace turns up to fight it. . .
Gretchen is fed up of monsters pulling her out
into the small hours, especially on a school
night. Getting rid of a minotaur is just another
notch on her combat belt, but she never
expected to run into a girl who could be her
double in the process. . . Greer has her life
pretty well put together, thank you very much.
But everything tilts sideways when two girls
who look eerily like her appear on her doorstep
and claim they're all sisters. . . These three
teen descendants of Medusa must reunite and
embrace their fates!
Oxford University Press
Two all-new novellas that cross the
boundaries of desire. Exiled by Maya
Banks…Enticed to the island paradise
where an enigmatic prince is living in exile,
beautiful, virginal Talia is introduced to a
world of forbidden pleasure where the
prince’s every whim is fulfilled and her
fantasies are rendered in exquisite detail.
But when the prince is summoned back to
fulfill his duty to his struggling country,
reality is thrust upon Talia all too soon. She
returns home, heartbroken, convinced she
was a passing fancy for an idle ruler and
his most trusted men. Until the day they
arrive on her doorstep, determined to have
her back where she belongs. Sway by
Lauren Dane…Levi Warner is an
established, older man—wealthy, powerful,
and above all, respectable. Then Levi
meets Daisy, an uninhibited 24-year-old
dance instructor and artist, not exactly the

kind of woman Levi is accustomed to. But
the young, free spirit, brings out something
in him he only experienced in fantasies.
When their scorching affair turns into
something unexpectedly deeper, Levi finds
himself torn between preserving his
reputation, and exploring a wilder and much
more satisfying kind of life.
Cherished Harper Collins
Spend a white Christmas on Summer Island,
where the fires are warm and the romance is
hotter Lila Sloan wonders why she ever
thought house-sitting for her sister Meg on the
remote Summer Island was a good idea. And
to make matters worse, local real estate
developer Beck Grainger is trying to cut down
the beautiful trees that line the property. Lila
can’t let this happen; Meg will never forgive
her. Beck can understand Lila’s anger—sort of.
The trees are actually on the neighboring
property, and the land was zoned for
development months ago, so his plans were
no secret. But he dislikes being at odds with
his friend’s sister, especially because Lila is
appealing in every way: loyal, quick-witted and
completely stunning. Lila hates that she’s so
attracted to Beck, who seems like a genuinely
good man, despite his tree-murdering
tendencies. And their chemistry is off the
charts. She just wishes he’d let this
development go. As Summer Island counts
down to a snowy Christmas, Lila and Beck will
have to strike a compromise that seems
impossible for them both—or risk losing the
best thing either of them has ever had.
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